
GIFT GUIDE 



LESS THEN €25
A beautiful selection of jewelry & accessories to match with your 

everyday outfit for an effortless chic appearance.
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Sophisticated

beautiful gifts for



1. Hairclip €5 | 2. Headband €20 | 3. Mini drop stud earrings €20 | 4. all sorts of 
rings from €15-€20 | 5+6 Pearl charm earrings €22 | 7. Stainless steel creole 
earrings €18 | 8. Flower clasp necklace €18 | 9. all sorts of rings from €15-€20
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with sparks of joy!



SWEET ROMANTIC 
Enchanting gifts for the dreamy romantics, who love pink hues, 
shimmer and shine. Lovely feminine designs finished with 
embellishments, pearlescent luster and freshwater pearls. 
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1. Aurora earrings €50 | 2. Curvy earrings €45 | 3. Donatella earrings 
€60 | 4. porcelain rings €25 | 5. Pearl bracelet €30 | 6. Amphitrite 
neckalce €35 | 7. Donatella earrings €60 | 8. Aurora Iridescent 
earring €50 | 9. Embellished headband €30 | 10. Aurora Lilac €50



COLOR LOVERS
Colorful gifts for the bold. Eye-catching and vivid 

designs for those who love to be unique. With these 
accessories your style will never be dull again.
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1+7 Variety of rings from €15-€20 |2. Avena drop earring 
€50 |3. Assorted hairclips from €10-17 |4. Confetti stud earring 
€32 |5. Blossom stud earrings €30 |6. Aurora drop earring €50  
|8. Embellished headband €30 |9. Pearl & gems stud earring €25 
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HAIR
Why not wear jewelry on your hair too? With our 

hair accessory collection you will be all prepared for 
this glamorous holiday season! 

gifts for the
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1. Creole earrings €18 
2. Donatella earring €60 
3. Donatella pink €60
4. Keshi studs €25
5. 90’s Flower earring €44. 
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6. Pearl charm creole €22
7. Pearl charm earring €35
8. Fan earring €30
9. Aurora drop earrings €50





Shop your favorite 
items online at

www.kleienzij .nl

Or visit the boutique

Voorstraat 114
3311 ER Dordrecht

The Netherlands

friday - sunday
12:00 - 17:00 h

Geef jij dit jaar iets unieks?

http://www.kleienzij.nl 

